Abstract. In the article a queueing network (QN) with positive customers and a random waiting time of negative customers has been investigated. Negative customers destroy positive customers on the expiration of a random time. Queueing systems (QS) operate under a heavy-traffic regime. The system of difference-differential equations (DDE) for state probabilities of such a network was obtained. The technique of solving this system and finding mean characteristics of the network, which is based on the use of multivariate generating functions was proposed.
Network description
Consider an open G-network [1] with n single-queues QS. An independent Poisson flow of positive customers with rate . All arriving to QS customer flows are assumed to be independent. The probability that the positive customer serviced in i S during time [ )
, if at the current moment t in the system there are i k customers, are equal to ( ) ( ) come out of the network to the external environment, n j i , 1 , = .
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A negative customer is arriving to QS increases the length of the queue of negative customers for one, and requires no service. Each negative customer, located in i-th QS, stays in the queue for a random time according to a Poisson process of rate ( )
. By the end this time, the negative customer destroys one positive customer in the QS i S and leaves the network. If after this random time in the system there are no positive customers, then a given negative customer leaves the network, without exerting any influence on the operation of the network as a whole. Wherein the probability that in QS i S , negative customer leaves the queue during [ ) 
=
, i I -vector, which is i -th component equal to 1, all the others are 0, n i , 1 = . Negative customers may describe the behavior of computer viruses, whose impact on the information (positive customers) occurs through a random time.
It should be noted that analisys at a stationary regime of QN with positive and negative customers excluding random queueing time, and also with signals has been carried out in [2, 3] and at non-stationary regime in [4] [5] .
2. State probabilities of the network operating under a heavy-traffic regime
-state probability ( ) l k, at time t . State probabilities of considered network are satisfy system of DDE: 
Analysis of the queueing network with a random waiting time of negative customers … 
Proof. The possible transitions of our Markov process in the state ( ) 
2) from the state ( )
, while to the QS i S for the time t ∆ a negative customer will arrive with probability
3) from the state ( )
, in this case the positive customer comes out of the network to the external environment with probability ( )
4) from the state ( )
, in the given case into QS i S the negative customer, destroys in the QS i S the positive customer, leaves the network; the probability of such an event is equal to
, while in the QS i S , the residence time in the queue of the negative customer finished, if in time t there were 1 + i l negative customers and there were no positive customers; the probability of such an event is equal to
6) from the state ( )
, in given case after finishing the service of the positive customer in the QS i S it moves to the QS j S again as a positive customer with probability
, in this case the positive customer, which is serviced in QS i S , moves to QS j S as a negative customer; the probability of such an event is equal to
, while in each QS i S , n i , 1 = , do not arrive any positive nor any negative customers, and in which for the time t ∆ any customer didn't service, no negative customer will come out of the queue; the probability of such event is equal to
9) from other states with probability
Then, using the formula of total probability, we can write Taking the limit , 0 → ∆t we obtain a system of equations for state probabilities of the network. (1). The lemma is proved.
We will assume, that all queuing network systems are single-queue, and customer service duration in the QS has an exponential distribution with the rate
, where 
Multiplying each of the equations (1) , due to the assumptions put forward above. Because, for example
Then we obtain ( ) And, finally, for the last sum we shall have: 
Then the initial condition for the last equation will be Theorem. If at the initial moment of time the QN is in a state ( ) 0 , ,..., ,
, then the expression for the generating function ) , ( 
Proof. We have: The change of variables will be done in the expression (5)
, then Similarly, we can find the relation for the mean number of negative customers in the system x S , that are awaiting: , and the service times of rates equal:
. Let negative customers stay in the queue for a random time, which , can be found by the formula (6), and the mean number of negative customers (waiting in the queue) may be found by the formula (7). Figure 1 shows the chart of change of the mean number of positive customers in the QS 1 S (straight line) and the chart of change of the mean number of negative customers (dash line), which are awaiting in the queue of the QS 1 S respectively. 
Conclusions
In the paper, the Markov network with positive customers with a random waiting time of negative customers at transient regime has been investigated. A technique of finding non-stationary state probabilities of the above network with single-queues of QS was proposed. It is based on the method of using the apparatus of multivariate generating functions. Relations for the mean characteristics depending on time of the considered G-network, on the condition that the network operates under heavy-traffic regime was obtained.
